LOGISTICS COMPANY – April 2022
Logistic Company has picked up where we left off in 2021 and have been busy supporting a number of
courses, exercises and deployments. The company has already seen several of our members promote
and begin this year in new roles. As a part of this, we have had some key members within the company
reach out and engage with other units, in particular 1 CSSB and MakerSpace, to conduct tasks and
explore opportunities in the 3D printing space.
Distribution Platoon has been busy organising D Coy for their deployment on Rifle Company
Butterworth (RCB) 125, equipping B Coy to conduct Joint Army Training Team-Philippines (JATT-P)
ranges and preparation and ensuring C Coy was ready to deploy on OP Aged Care Assist. During all
of this, they found time to plan a week of training which will see them hone their field skills and conduct
driver training in the coming weeks.
The workshop has also had an outstanding start to the year, already conducting numerous FRTs and
recovery tasks supporting PMV driver courses around the Darwin region. They have also been
supporting other units with their courses by providing several instructors and SMEs across 1 BDE. They
took the lead in maintenance hours, conducting more work in the 5 RAR workshop than 1 CSSB, 8/12
Regt, 1 CER and 1 CSR combined.
The company now prepares to support OP Flood Assist 22 in what will be a challenging but rewarding
experience and is simultaneously organising Log Company’s contribution to Task Unit (TU) BOAR (7
RAR). We will leave behind a supporting element to ensure that Supervisor Infantry Op Sect Course
(SIOS) and JATT-P continue and 5 RAR maintains its logistic capability.
CAPT Sayers

A deliberately bogged Protected Mobility Vehicle immediately prior to being successfully recovered by Logistics
Company members.

